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Abstract 

This paper studies the frequency and distribution of filled 
pauses (FPs) in ecologically valid data where unaware and 
authentic customers called in to report problems with their 
telephony and/or Internet services and were met by a novel 
Wizard-of-Oz paradigm using real call center agents as 
wizards. The data analyzed were caller utterances following 
a directed or an open disambiguation prompt. While no 
significant differences in FP production were observed as a 
function of prompt type, FP frequency was found to be 
considerably higher than what is usually reported in the 
literature. Moreover, a higher proportion of utterance-initial 
FPs than normally reported was also observed. The results are 
compared to previously reported FP frequencies. Potential 
implications for data collection methodology are discussed.  
Index Terms: filled pauses, Wizard-of-Oz, WOZ, speech 
planning, speech production, many-options, data collection, 
open prompts, directed prompts, call center, dialog systems. 

 

1. Introduction 
It is well-known that spontaneous speech includes disfluency 
(to use the most common term), i.e. silent/unfilled pauses 
(UPs), filled pauses (FPs) like “er”, segment prolongations, 
repetitions, truncated words and so on. Previous studies report 
an average general disfluency frequency of around 6% of all 
words uttered [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. 

Disfluency needs to be considered in the design of 
automated human–machine dialog systems in order to make 
such systems both successful and attractive. Of all different 
kinds of disfluencies, FPs are perhaps the most important 
disfluencies to consider, partly given their frequency, but also 
given their alleged functions in spontaneous speech. 

 
 

2. Filled Pauses 
Except UPs – whose definition varies between sources – FPs 
constitute the most common type of disfluency. Already in the 
1950s it was shown that FPs exhibit different distribution and 
behavior as compared to all other types of disfluency, as 
pioneered by Mahl [6] who made a distinction between FPs 
(ah disfluency) and other forms of disfluency (non-ah 
disfluency), a distinction which has subsequently been given 
support in a number of studies (e.g. [7]). 

2.1. Filled Pause Frequency and Distribution 
As is the case with general disfluency frequency, it is not 
completely straightforward to find exact FP frequency figures 
in the literature, but the sources scrutinized report FP levels 
around 3.5%, divided by the number of words produced. 

However, although these figures vary to some extent as a 
function of the exact nature of communicative setting and 
other factors that were varied and manipulated in the 
experiments described, an important thing to point out is that 
what previous reports have in common is that most of the 
results are based on experimental data collections, and that the 
subjects in most studies were aware of being recorded. 
Potential implications will be discussed later. 

As for FP distribution, it has been repeatedly found that 
FPs tend to occur in utterance-initial position, or at least very 
early in utterances [5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. This has most 
often been explained in terms of planning processes, which 
will be described in more detail below. 

 

2.2. Filled Pause Hypotheses 

Over the years, FPs have been explained according to a 
number of different hypotheses as to their possible functions 
in speech, ranging from the purely pragmatic-conversational 
to the purely physiological. For an exhaustive survey of FP 
hypotheses, see [5]; for a short overview, see [15]. 

Among the proposed FP hypotheses, the one that is of 
main interest in the present study is what could be labeled the 
many-options hypothesis or the speech planning problem 
hypothesis. Lounsbury [16] suggested that FPs “correspond to 
the points of highest statistical uncertainty in the sequencing 
of units in any given order”, i.e. the places in the speech 
stream with the highest entropy, which is at the beginning of 
clauses, before the speaker has yet committed to anything, and 
where speech planning consequently is most difficult and 
exhibits most inherent optionality. 

That FPs indeed tend to occur in utterance-initial position 
has been repeatedly confirmed by e.g. Beattie & Barnard [10] 
who observed that 55.3% of all FPs produced by customers in 
natural telephone conversations occurred at the beginning of 
utterances. Cook [9] observed that FPs tended to occur before 
the first, second or third word of a clause. Shriberg [11] and 
Eklund & Shriberg [12] reported that speakers used FPs at the 
beginning of utterances more often than in any other position 
of an utterance. Eklund [5] reported that 45.3% of FPs were 
utterance-initial in a large set of corpora, while Boomer [8] 
observed that the most frequent position for hesitations were 
after the first word of phonemic clauses. O’Connell & Kowal 
[13] reported that 45% of FPs occurred in utterance-initial 
position. Thus it would seem from figures alone that FP 
production is indeed related to planning problems and inherent 
optionality. 

Perhaps the most striking confirmation of the hypothesis 
that FP production is affected by the number of options 
available to the speaker is found in Schachter et al. [17] who 
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studied hesitations in lectures within three academic 
disciplines with varying degrees of inherent optionality: 
(1) natural science, with very few options (there are very few 
options to describe the orbit of a planet or the outcome of a 
chemical reaction); (2) social science (with an intermediate 
degree of available options); and (3) humanities (with a high 
number of ways to describe, for example, what Shakespeare 
really meant with a certain passage). They found that lecturers 
within the humanities used more FPs than lecturers within 
social sciences, who, in turn, used more FPs than did lecturers 
within natural sciences. 

A final comment, however, which was pointed out by 
Lalljee & Cook [18], is that different hypotheses with regard 
to FP production are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and it 
could well be the case that FPs might serve several different 
functions in conversation, and that an experiment designed to 
test one particular hypothesis might fail to produce significant 
results because it does not take into account other possible 
functions. 

 

3. Data Collection 

3.1. Call Center Data 
The data were collected during a pilot project carried out at 
TeliaSonera between December 2004 and February 2005 at 
the TeliaSonera Customer Service Call Center in Sundbyberg 
(Sweden). The aim of the project was to prepare the ground 
for the launching of speech-based call routing in the 
TeliaSonera residential customer care, a service reached at the 
number 90 200, handling around 14 million calls annually. 
Call routing is the task of directing callers to a service agent or 
a self-service that can provide the required assistance, and the 
basic rationale is to avoid using DTMF-based decision trees 
that quite quickly become unwieldy when too many choices 
are inherent in the service. 

The analysis in this paper is focused on incidence of filled 
pauses in customer utterances following either directed or 
open disambiguation system prompts, i.e. prompts that either 
give the callers some hints as to how to address the system, or 
completely open prompts that provide a maximum amount of 
choice on the caller. 

3.2. Wizard-of-Oz Data Methodology: Traditional 
Since the late 1980s data collection associated with automated 
system design have often been carried out within what is 
known as the Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) technique (for historical 
descriptions of WOZ, see [5, 19, 20]), where one basically 
pretends having an up-and-running system, with actors 
playing the some or all parts of the system. Typically, subjects 
are given roles to play, with specified tasks to carry out while 
communicating with what they believe is a functioning and 
fully automated system, while in fact they are communicating 
with hidden agents (actors and/or researchers) pretending to be 
the system. Since basically everything in a traditional WOZ 
collection is “fake” – the actual setting; the subjects having 
“roles” assigned to them and often having instructions 
presented to them in spoken or written form; the agents 
playing roles with parts of the behavior following carefully 
designed instructions, etc – WOZ collections have been 
criticized for lack of ecological validity, (e.g. [21]).  

Moreover, and importantly, subjects are also typically 
aware of the fact that the interaction is recorded (this was not 
the case in [10], where only the operators were aware of the 
calls being recorded), which might affect how they express 
themselves. It could consequently be argued that the only 
feature of a WOZ collection that supposedly comes close to 

the desired objective of the data collection is that the subjects 
believe they are interacting with a working system, which is 
quite often verified in post-experimental interviews.  

3.3. Wizard-of-Oz Data Methodology: 90 200 
The data in this study were collected using a novel variant of 
the Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) technique, where many of the 
short-comings of traditional WOZ collections were avoided. 
First, the callers were actual Telia customers, with actual and 
authentic problems, rather than experimental subjects with 
tasks assigned to them. Second, all callers were unaware of 
being recorded. Third, similar to traditional WOZ collections, 
they believed they were interacting with a working automated 
system. Fourth, instead of using researchers or actors playing 
the part of the system, authentic call center agents were used 
as wizards, effectively playing themselves, with some 
restrictions on their understanding of caller utterances. The data 

collection is described in detail in [22].  

3.4. Dialog Structure 
The specific data analyzed in this paper are the caller 
utterances that followed a disambiguation prompt, either a 
directed prompt (where the caller is given some instructions) 
or an open prompt (“How may I help you”-style; [23]). It has 
been shown that users give longer utterances in response to 
open prompts [24], and that open prompts, when used 
correctly, can lead to significantly improved routing 
performance [25]. However, it has also been show that 
directed strategies are more successful for callers who lack 
expectations on the task structure [26]. The dialog structure is 
shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
 

System: Välkommen till Telia! Här beskriver du ditt ärende med 
egna ord i stället för att knappa dig fram. Om du säger 
vad du vill ha hjälp med så kopplar jag fram dig. Vad 
gäller ditt ärende? 

 (‘Welcome to Telia. Here you describe your reason for call with your own 
words instead of using touchpad navigation. If you tell me what kind of 
assistance you need I will forward you to the right agent. What is the 
reason for you call?’) 

Customer: Eh… Internet. 
System: OK, Internet.  
 < Directed> or <Open Prompt> played here 

Directed 
Prompt: 

Jag behöver veta lite mer om ditt ärende. Gäller det till 
exempel beställning, prisinformation eller support? 
(‘I need some additional information about the reason for your call. Is it for 
example about an order, price information or support?’) 

Open 
Prompt: 

Kan du säga lite mer om vad du vill ha hjälp med? 
(‘Could you please tell me some more about the reason for your call?’) 

Customer: <Analyzed utterances> 

Figure 1: Call Center Dialog Structure. 

First the (simulated) system played a welcome message and an 
invitation to the caller to describe their reason for call. If the 
utterance did not contain all information necessary to route the 
call to the correct destination, the system asked a 
disambiguation question to try to obtain the information. 
 

3.5. Data Transcription 
The dialogs between the wizards/agents and the callers were 
transcribed by an consulting company, STTS (www.stts.se), 
following Nuance Guidelines. Transcription did not focus on 
disfluency, but FPs were indicated by the item @hes@ in the 
transcriptions. All instances of these hesitation labels (i.e. 
following the directed and open prompts) were located and 
listened to in order to verify that they were in fact FPs. 
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4. Results 
4.1. General Results 
In a previous paper Eklund & Wirén [15] reported that the two 
prompts had a dramatic effect on the syntactic-categorical 
form of the customers’ utterances. After the directed prompt 
72% of the utterances were noun-only utterances, and finite 
verb-sentences constituted less than 10% of the utterances. 
After the open prompt more than 40% of the utterances were 
clauses and less than 20% were noun-only utterances. 
 

4.2. Filled Pause Frequency 
FP frequency is shown in Table 1 below. 
 

Table 1. Summary Statistics for utterances, words and 
FPs, and ratios for FPs/Utts and FPs/Words. 

Prompt Utterances & Words Filled Pauses

 Utts Words Words 
/Utts 

FPs FPs 
/Utts 

FPs 
/Words 

Directed 118 216 1.8 16 0.14 0.074 

Open 121 791 6.5 60 0.50 0.076 

Σ 239 1007 4.2 76 0.32 0.075 

 
As shown, there is a striking lack of difference across the two 
prompt settings, and FP occurrence is almost exactly the same 
following the two prompts. However, the figures 7.4% and 
7.6% are considerably higher than what is found in previous 
reports. Although it is not always easy to disinter specific 
figures for FP frequency in the literature since they are quite 
often merged with general disfluency figures or are given as 
FPs/minute, sources where FP frequencies were specified or 
were easily calculated are shown in Table 2 below. 
 

Table 2. FP frequencies in the literature. Legend: 
H=Human; M=Machine/Computer; WOZ=Wizard-of-Oz 

Source FPs/Words Comment 

Maclay & Osgood (1959) [27] 3.9% Conference data 

Lallgee & Cook (1969) [28] 2.8% 
3.4% 

High pressure 
Low pressure 

Lalljee & Cook (1973) [29] 1.9% 
4.3% 

Females 
Males 

Lutz & Mallard (1986) [30] 3.6% Conversation 

Eklund & Shriberg (1998) [12] 3.4% 
2.6% 
0.3% 
3.0% 

H–M WOZ 
H–H 

H–M push-to-talk 
H–H 

Bortfeld et al. (2001) [4] 2.6% Conversations 

Eklund (2004) [5] 3.0% 
4.1% 
2.2% 
4.4% 

H–M WOZ 
H–M WOZ 

H–H 
H–M 

Moniz, Mata & Viana (2007) [31] 2.3% Presentations 
 

As is shown in Table 2, despite the fact that the sources cover 
almost half a century, the figures are remarkably similar. The 
one exception is the very low figure 0.3% in [12], but that is 
easily explained by the fact that those data are based on a 
push-to-talk service where subjects did not talk until they had 
prepared their speech beforehand (or at least had that 
opportunity). Although the list above surely is not exhaustive, 
it still is indicative, and it could be assumed that the figures 
reported in the present study are, in fact, unusually high. 
 

4.3. Filled Pause Distribution 
FP distribution is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Summary Statistics for FP position 
 

Prompt FP position Σ

 Initial Other  
Directed 14 2 16 

Open 36 24 60 

Σ 50 26 76 

Proportion 65.8% 34.2% 100% 

 
Once again there is no statistically significant difference 
between the two prompt settings. However, not only do the 
majority of FPs occur in utterance-initial position, they do so 
markedly more so than was reported in the literature. e.g. 
in [5], where 45.3% of FPs were utterance-initial. The 
difference is statistically significant given a Z-test for two 
proportions (two-tailed, p<0.01). 
 

5. Discussion 
 

It could be argued that the data set studied in this paper is too 
small to allow any far-reaching conclusions to be drawn. 
However, a counterargument would be that what the data lack 
in quantity is compensated for in quality, thus making both 
observations and conclusions (if tentative) interesting, given 
that the data are as ecologically valid as is possible, short of 
wire-tapping human conversation – which basically is the case 
here. Compared to previous studies that to a large extent are 
based on either experimental settings, or in most cases have 
studied the speech of subjects who were aware of being 
recorded, any observed differences in the present data set 
might be of interest from both a disfluency perspective proper, 
and also from a strictly methodological point of view. 

First, the first and obvious observation is that it that there 
was no difference in FP production with respect to the two 
different prompts. A first conclusion here would be to 
consider this result as providing negative support for the 
many-options hypothesis. However, the number of options the 
subjects have at hand have actually not changed as a function 
of the two prompts: the callers still have the same exact 
problem at hand. What has changed is how they are allowed to 
describe their problem, i.e. the “more options” aspect occurs 
only on the form side of the interaction, not on the content 
side. This means that to the extent that FP production is indeed 
indicative of planning problems, it would seem that clients are 
neither helped nor hampered by the use of directed (or open) 
prompts when interacting with a call center system, since what 
changes is mainly the syntactic form of their utterances, as 
well as utterance length. This, however could still be 
interesting from a design point of view.  

Second, and perhaps more interesting, is the observation 
that significantly more FPs were produced in this study than in 
previous reports on FP frequency. This could be explained in 
different ways. The first, Occam’s Razor-like, explanation 
could of course be that the present corpus simply is not 
representative in that it is comparatively small, and is based on 
a fairly limited set of carefully chosen utterances (following 
two specific disambiguation prompts). However, given the 
ecological validity of the data, this seems to be a little too 
simplistic as an explanation. As was pointed out earlier, most 
of the previous reports were based on data collected in 
experimental settings, and all of the subjects recorded were 
aware of the calls being recorded. As have been shown, 
disfluency is within speaker control (e.g. [32]) and it could be 
the case that the awareness of the recording devices actually 
have an effect on disfluency production. For example, it has 
been shown that speaker disfluency is decreased simply by 
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directing a TV camera on the speaker [33]. If so, the observed 
FP production in this study might, in fact, be closer to the truth 
than in any of the previous reports. To the extent that that is 
true, corroboration could be hard to carry out since it would 
most likely be difficult to have similar data collection studies 
pass ethical committees. 

Third, the proportion of initial FPs in this study is among 
the highest reported so far, which could be considered as 
support for planning-problem hypotheses in general. However, 
as was the case with FP frequency, the different prompts did 
not result in statistically different distribution. 

Summing up, while the two different prompts did not 
affect caller FP production, both FP frequency and FP 
distribution stand out compared to previous studies. Although 
there might be several possible explanations for this, one 
possible explanation for the observed difference is that 
analyzing real-world data might yield different results than 
data collected in experimental settings, and that the results 
presented here are indicative of the difference between 
experimental and ecologically valid, real-world, data. 
 

6. Conclusions 
We conclude that FP production seemingly did not vary as a 
function of directed or open prompts, and that freedom of 
expression with regard to linguistic form did not affect speech 
production from a planning point of view in the present study. 

However, absolute FP frequency was significantly higher 
than in the literature, and while there are several possible 
reasons for this, one possible alternative is that ecologically 
valid data can reveal speech production processes that remain 
hidden in WOZ collections, no matter how well-designed. 
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